Government should look
out for the health, safety
and well being of all
citizens not just its
employees and congress
and should be the
employer of last resort for
those out of work. Many
private organizations
are gathering info (often
wrong) about you and
offering it for sale to
anyone including
foreigners and it can be
used against you. Do a
search on yourself with
Google and Intellius.com
and see for yourself. We
need to act to protect
ourselves now. Too many
in our pop culture of
today are TV/ entertainment addicts who are
uninformed about what is
happening in the real
world and even in their
own local areas. They can
tell what is happening on
TV and Idol but are
unaware what RFIDs in
their wallet, clothing, shoes, objects
and transponders in cars phones,
utility meters, cable boxes, and big
Gun
brothers have potential for. Many
Safety
just don't care. And they are totally
Taught
unaware
of the fact that there several
Increasing
groups working on the taking their
our safety.
money and taking away their free
way of life. Thousands of children
here do not have adequate food, dental care, medical care, and quality education. There needs to
be exams for each grade otherwise too many just make little effort to learn and their time in school is
wasted. America is already behind many 3rd world countries. By 2012 in Warren record numbers
of families (5,000 said J Fouts) faced foreclosure. And there were also record numbers of homeless
families including children. The greedy bankers often did not work with families. There were over 1200
homeless in southern Macomb County, many children. Warren 2010 census showed a population of
134,056. People from Detroit and many foreign immigrants moved in. There is constant change in
Warren with new buildings and businesses replacing old ones. Let us work for positive change to help
all families have a decent standard of living. Support creation of jobs for all now. Get informed, Be
vigilant and Be prepared. We can learn from history and apply it to the future for a better life for all.
Perhaps we can have again Clean Air, Jobs for all, and a Kind Caring Spirit of Community. But we need
to learn from history. See http://dogoodforall.today for much more including nice videos and music.
Sincerely, humble historian Professor Wesley E Arnold
Responsibility was taught
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